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L
et’s face it: If applying sunscreen was always fun, easy, and enjoyable, skin cancer wouldn’t

be the most common form of cancer in the United States. According to the American

Academy of Dermatology, one in five Americans will be diagnosed with the condition in their

lifetime. Pretty wild, considering that the mere act of slathering on SPF daily is practically the only
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thing standing in the way of healthy skin. And don’t forget—UV damage is the foremost cause of

early skin aging, including issues like lines, wrinkles, dark spots, and sagging. 

Those who have been in an on-again, off-again relationship with sunscreen, we hear you. You know

the sun is bad for you, but—not unlike being consistently devoted to eating healthfully and working

out—doing the right thing can feel so needlessly hard. Makes sense, considering so many SPFs

(especially the ones of our childhood) are gunky, smelly, and oily. That’s why using a sunscreen

formula in a different format is the way to go. Enter: powder sunscreens.

More Editor-Approved Sunscreens

What Is a Powder Sunscreen?

It’s exactly what it sounds like! “Powder is one of the many formulations that sunscreen comes in,

such as gels, creams, lotions, butters, paste, etc,” says Dr. Hysem Eldik, board-certified

dermatologist at Marmur Medical in NYC. Like traditional liquid formulas, powder sunscreens

contain active ingredients to block UVA and UVB rays. “If there is proper application and amount

used, the powder sunscreen should be effective; it creates a filter that blocks harmful rays,” he

says.

That filter is your sun protection factor, or SPF. Of course, the higher the number, the more

protection you’ll get from the formula, but keep in mind that this is a case of diminishing returns:

“Levels above SPF 50 only have marginal differences,” says Dr. Eldik. We recommend using

anything from SPF 15 (at the minimum) to SPF 50—no need for anything higher. (Fun fact: In

liquid sunscreens, higher SPFs typically result in stickier formulas; keep that in mind for your next

beach vacay.)

What Are the Benefits of a Powder Sunscreen?

As soon as you try one for yourself, you’ll know the answer: They’re almost too easy to apply.

When working with sunscreen fluids, it can be hard to achieve an even application, you have to

wait for it to dry before applying makeup, and, in some cases, they may never fully dry, leaving

that unsettling tacky feeling on the skin. Powders can simply be brushed on. They also won’t leave

you looking like an oil slick. 

“[Powder] has the advantage of a matte finish because it does not contain any of the ingredients in

creams and lotions that can leave you feeling shiny and greasy-looking,” says Dr. Eldik. “It can also

be less likely to promote, cause, or flare acne, since it is not as occlusive or irritating as creams

and lotions.”

BEAUTY

The 10 Best Clean Sunscreens to

Protect Your Skin Sans Toxins

BEAUTY

These 12 SPF Products Are Pro

Korean Sunscreens Are Just B
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Many powder sunscreen formulas are tinted, so if you like light coverage and a brief beauty

routine, the right one may allow you to cut a few steps from your morning regimen. One of our

favorite aspects of powder sunscreens, however, is its liquid-free format—that makes them perfect

for travel, whether that’s in your purse or in your TSA-friendly carry-on bag.

How Do I Use Powder Sunscreen?

According to Dr. Eldik, the three guiding principles to effectively choosing and applying any

sunscreen are the SPF, the amount you apply, and the frequency of reapplication. You already

know how to pick the level of SPF; the next step is understanding how to apply the right amount,

which is critical. You’ll see that most powder SPFs are packaged in a brush that houses the SPF in a

canister, which is released by tapping the brush or clicking a button.

“I recommend tapping the applicator on a hard surface or on your hand to fill the brush with the

powder evenly,” says Dr. Eldik. He then suggests dabbing the forehead, nose, cheeks, and chin

with the loaded brush. “Then you can go back and in a gentle circular motion evenly rub and

blend it into the entire face,” he says. Repeat on your neck and chest. 

There are a few places where people always forget to apply sunscreen; powder makes it easier to

make those areas part of your go-to application pattern. “I recommend dusting a little bit on the

tips of the ears as these are two of the most common areas for sun damage,” notes Dr. Eldik. We

also like using powder SPF to protect our scalps and the backs of our hands.

As for reapplication, you’ll need to be consistent—every two hours is the dermatologist

recommendation, which is one of the reasons powder SPF has become such a standby for us

personally. “The powder brush does make it very accessible to reapply as it can fit into a pocket or

purse, and doesn’t require getting your hands involved,” Dr. Eldik points out. Plus, you’ll probably

end up wanting to reapply: “The powder can also help improve shininess that tends to develop

throughout the day,” he adds. 

And lastly, if you’re concerned about sunscreen’s effects on nature, particularly whether or not it’s

reef safe—an honorable thought—don’t be concerned about powder SPF’s contributions. All of

these formulas are mineral-based, meaning they use minerals like titanium dioxide and zinc oxide

to protect your skin by creating a physical filter against the sun, rather than chemical-based

sunscreens that absorb UV rays via a chemical reaction. 

Sold on powder SPF yet? Keep reading—below, we’ve rounded up our favorite formulas on the

market to keep your skin perfectly protected without a fuss

Shop the Best Powder SPFs
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Colorescience
Sunforgettable Total
Protection Sheer Matte
Sunscreen Brush SPF 30
Colorescience was one of the first brands to

offer powder sunscreen—in multiple shades no

less—with its Brush-On Shield SPF 50. And

while we’ve already shared that powder SPF is

great for protecting those acne-prone and oily

skin types, this one is especially ideal as it’s

formulated to absorb excess shine and minimize

the look of pores for a matte finish. It also

shields skin from blue light, free radicals, and

infrared light (in addition to SPF) for

comprehensive protection.

COLORESCIENCE

Colorescience Sunforgettable Total Protection Sheer Matte

Sunscreen Brush SPF 30

$55.00

SHOP

at Dermstore

2/11
Tarte Cosmetics SEA Set &
Protect Mineral Sunscreen
Powder Broad Spectrum
SPF 30
In addition to protecting skin with a translucent

powder formula, this cute option from makeup

brand Tarte is proven to set makeup for up to 12

hours—and it gets bonus points for smelling

like a delicious cupcake thanks to the

incorporation of real vanilla extract in the

formula.

TARTE COSMETICS

SEA Set & Protect Mineral Sunscreen Powder Broad Spectrum

SPF 30

$29.00

SHOP

at Sephora
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Supergoop! Poof 100%
Mineral Part Powder
One of our favorite hacks for powder sunscreen

is using it to protect our scalps—unlike cream

formulas, which make hair look greasy, powder

disappears into your hair and even absorbs

excess oil. Supergoop! Poof 100% Mineral Part

Powder SPF 35 takes that concept to the next

level by adding vitamin C for extra antioxidant

defense against UV-derived free radicals and a

silica blend that functions almost like a dry

shampoo to “cleanse” hair while adding

volume. Win, win. Just apply at the root and

massage it in before heading out for the day.

SUPERGOOP!

Poof 100% Mineral Part Powder

$34.00

SHOP

at Dermstore
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Eminence Organics Sun
Defense Minerals SPF 30
NYC-area celebrity esthetician Jane Ruffo told us

that this is one of her all-time favorite powder

SPF formulas due to the beautiful assortment of

colors. In addition to a translucent option, the

brand offers five shade options for skin tones

from light to deep. The formula is also water-

resistant, making it an ideal choice for sweatier

days.

EMINENCE ORGANICS

Sun Defense Minerals SPF 30

$58.00

SHOP

at Dermstore
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ISDIN Isdinceutics Mineral
Brush SPF 50
Spanish brand ISDIN is revered for its

assortment of skin-protecting formulas,

especially its lineup of sunscreens. This powder

SPF delivers a matte, natural finish while

shielding your skin from environmental damage,

infrared, blue light, and UVA/UVB rays with a

cocktail of minerals, including iron and zinc

oxides, titanium dioxides, and mica.

ISDIN

Isdinceutics Mineral Brush SPF 50

$55.00

SHOP

at Isdin
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Glo Minerals Protecting
Powder SPF 20
Considering how harsh sun exposure can be on

the skin, it’s pretty clever that this powder SPF

features green tea extract, a potent antioxidant

known for its soothing properties. Fellow free

radical fighters vitamins A, C, and E round out

the makeup-setting formula, which comes in two

shades.

GLO MINERALS

Protecting Powder SPF 20

$44.00

SHOP

at Glo Skin Beauty

7/11
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Ilia Beauty Radiant
Translucent Powder SPF 20
This clean beauty brand’s SPF powder comes in

three shades to protect skin from sun damage

while offering a subtly luminous, healthy glow.

Beyond sunscreen ingredient zinc oxide, it’s

formulated with plant extracts like aloe,

rosemary, and thyme to help soothe while

controlling excess oil. If you prefer your SPF

powder in an on-the-go brush format, the brand

offers that too—you can snag the translucent

shade Moondance in Ilia Beauty’s Flow-Thru

Radiant Translucent Powder.

ILIA BEAUTY

Radiant Translucent Powder SPF 20

$34.00

SHOP

at Ilia Beauty
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iS Clinical Eclipse SPF 50
Plus
While those with ultra-dry complexions may

shudder at the thought of applying powder

sunscreen to parched skin, this formula from

iSClinical is actually formulated to quench its

thirst. The SPF 40 powder is infused with plant

extracts lycopodium clavatum and imperata

cylindrica root as well as glycerin to help

rejuvenate your skin’s moisture barrier while

improving hydration levels. It comes in five

different shades to protect a variety of

complexions.

IS CLINICAL

Eclipse SPF 50 Plus

$48.00

SHOP

at Dermstore
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ZO Skin Health Sunscreen +
Powder SPF 45
Beyond titanium dioxide, iron oxide, and a

cocktail of free radical-fighting antioxidants, this

doctor-developed formula (available in three

shades) contains a very unique ingredient:

fractionated melanin. Melanin, your skin’s

pigment, is your natural defense against

damage caused by light, including blue light

(HEV) emitted from the sun and digital devices

like TVs and phones. Instead of coming from

animal sources, the formula’s fractionated

melanin is synthesized from corn, shielding the

skin from HEV and staving off a sallow

appearance, as well as sun damage.

ZO SKIN HEALTH

Sunscreen + Powder SPF 45

$65.00

SHOP

at ZO Skin Health

10/11
Jane Iredale Powder-Me
SPF 30 Dry Sunscreen
Clean beauty lovers have long relied on Jane

Iredale’s mineral-based formulas to enhance

their skin without irritation; this SPF from the

brand is a top pick. The titanium dioxide and

clay mineral-infused formula not only protects

and nourishes the skin, but can even soothe

sunburns. The brush head can be removed for

cleaning—genius—and the powder canister is

refillable, so you can cut down on waste when

re-upping on your choice of four shades. It’s

also water-resistant for up to 40 minutes, so feel

free to get your beach on with this baby.

JANE IREDALE

Powder-Me SPF 30 Dry Sunscreen

$58 00
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$58.00

SHOP

at Dermstore
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Supergoop! (Re)setting
100% Mineral Powder
Sunscreen SPF 35 PA+++
Dr. Eldik recommended this specific powder

SPF from Supergoop! due to its ease of use,

multiple shade options, and how it helps mattify

skin when touching up throughout the day.

Beyond skin protection and oil absorption, the

cult-favorite formula helps keep skin moisturized

with ceramides and olive glycerides, so your

skin will never feel flaky or stripped post-

application.

SUPERGOOP!

(Re)setting 100% Mineral Powder Sunscreen SPF 35 PA+++

$30.00

SHOP

at Sephora
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